Abstract-This paper deals with a continuous-time antiwindup generalized control to a multivariable boiler experimental system. Water temperature and water level of the experimental system need to be controlled, but the heater and water flow of the experimental system are limited, namely, the experimental system is a multivariable system with control input constraints. For this system, a multivariable continuous-time anti-windup generalized predictive controller is designed. The effectiveness of the proposed design scheme is confirmed by experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
For real process control system, control input must deal with some constraints such as actuator output limitation. In this paper, we consider a control problem of multivariable boiler system with heater and water flow limitation. The merit of the proposed design scheme is explained as follows.
Multivariable continuous-time generalized predictive control (MCGPC) is a popular technique of process control [1] . However, this technique does not consider input constraints, so stability of the controller is not always guaranteed. Recently, a continuous-time anti-windup generalized control system design scheme for uncertain process with input constraints and time delay is designed by using coprime factorization [2] , and the control system design for non-minimum phase processes with input constraints is also considered [3] . The above design schemes are obtained by using the results in [6] , [7] and are extended to multivariable case with known parameters [4] . Most recently, based on the result in [4] , a simulation study is shown for multivariable process control with input constraints [9] . However, the detailed design issues for real process control system has not been shown. In this paper, we introduce a modelling method of a boiler system which parameters of the system are estimated by extended Kalman filter [9] . Based on the above model, a multivariable continuous-time anti-windup generalized predictive controller (MCAGPC) is considered. Further, the proposed control scheme is applied to the boiler system.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The boiler system modelling based on extended Kalman filter is shown in Appendix. Based on the result, we consider the multivariable process as follows.
The control inputs u j (t) has following constraint.
The problem considered in this paper is to design a multivariable continuous-time anti-windup generalized predictive control system to the boiler system.
III. MULTIVARIABLE CONTINUOUS-TIME ANTI-WINDUP GENERALIZED PREDICTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of MCAGPC is based on [4] , and it considers control input constraints. The proposed controller for the process with input constraints is given by the following YoulaKucera parametrization.
where Q ∈ RH ∞ is a design parameter matrix for ensuring a strongly stable feedback controller. RH ∞ is the whole of stable and proper real rational function.
X(s) and Y (s) satisfy the following Bezout identify. then, the coprime factorization presentation N (s) and D(s) of the process can be chosen as follows.
Defining the stable closed-loop characteristic polynomial matrix of the system without input constraint as T (s), we chose N (s), D(s) as follows.
X(s) and Y (s) are designed as follows.
C e (s), G(s) and F (s) are obtained as
N y is predictor order, and G i (s), F i (s) are given by
K e is the matrix form from the rows of the matrix K corresponding to the inputs u 1 (t), u 2 (t), . . . , u p (t). R e is the matrix form of the r i = [r i0 . . . r iNyi ] T and they are the Markov parameters of the transfer function R ni (s)/R di (s) of the reference output.
N uj , T 1i , T 2i , T cj are control horizon, minimum prediction horizons, maximum prediction horizons, control horizons. Two design polynomial matrices U n (s) and U d (s) for Q(s) are selected for satisfying
Applying the controllers Q(s), R(s), U (s), V (s) to the process having constraints in input values, control performance can be improved. And Q(s) gives strongly stability to the system [2] , [3] . When the process is with uncertainties, we can use the results in [2, 8] to design the control system so that the robust stability of the resulted control system is ensured.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Using the modeling method shown in Appendix, actual experiment for estimating boiler parameters is undertaken. The parameters in (1) are obtained by using the estimated parameters, where the estimated parameters are obtained by using extended Kalman filter (see Table 1 ) for Tank1's temperature and water level. Experiment using the proposed method is based on (1) with the estimated parameters. However, the obtained estimation parameters by extended Kalman filter are discrete-time system parameters, we must transform the parameters into continuous-time system parameters. The mean value of parameters is transformed into continuous-time equation parameters, and the parameters are used in the design of the proposed MCAGPC controller. A(s) and B(s) in (1) are estimated as the following equations. C ii (s) = 1.5s 2 + 9.65s + 15.5
Design parameters of the proposed MCAGPC are displayed in the table below. 
V. CONCLUSION
Multi-variable continuous-time anti-windup generalized predictive control system design of a boiler system was proposed. Experimental result confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed design scheme. Two inputs and two outputs model about water temperature and level of process control experimental system are nonlinear state-equations as follows. ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ẋ 
Then C w1 and A w12 are represented as follows.
Parameters in the above equations are displayed in the following In this paper, parameters are estimated using extended Kalman filter based on experiment result [5] . If parameters are nonlinear, estimation values are difficult to be evaluated, so parameters are linearized around the estimation values. As a result, state-variables x 1 (t), x 2 (t) and x 5 (t) can be observed, and their parameters are estimated by the extended Kalman filter.
